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Jet wing strikes building at Johannesburg airport 

A jetliner's wing sliced through a building Sunday night at the airport in 
Johannesburg, South Africa, just as the plane was about to take off. No 
one appeared injured on board British Airways flight, which was headed 
for London, said Harriet Tolputt, a spokeswoman for the international aid 
agency Oxfam, who was on the flight.  Read more 

Airport assassination: Mayor, 3 others slain in Philippines 
Gunmen in police uniforms shot dead a town mayor and three 
other people at the airport in the Philippine capital on Friday, 
sending travelers fleeing for safety, authorities said. Ukol Talumpa 
was mayor of a town called Labangan, Zamboanga del Sur. Three 
passengers were also killed and four people were wounded, airport 
manager Jose Honrado said.  Read more 

How Does Air Traffic Control Work At Dubai International Airport? 

Ever wondered how your aeroplane is guided out of the airport? Or 
how aircrafts don’t bump into each other in the sky? Here’s a step-
by- step guide. Read more 

Domodedovo Airport installs self-service kiosks for mishandled 
baggage reporting 
Moscow Domodedovo Airport has installed self-service WorldTracer kiosks, 
which allow passengers to report lost or delayed bags without having to 
queue up to see an agent. Passengers can scan their bag receipt barcode at 
one of the kiosks in the arrivals area to file a missing bag report. The kiosks 
are linked to WorldTracer, the global tracing system for mishandled baggage 
that was developed by SITA and IATA, which then matches found bags with 
lost bag reports. Read more 

Southwest introduces gate-to-
gate iMessage service 

Southwest Airlines now offers its passengers 
Apple’s iMessage service from gate-to-gate. 
Passengers with an iOS device can make use 
of the service for $2 per day. A similar service 
for Android devices is currently being 
developed and will be introduced by the 
airline in early 2014. Read more 

Singapore Airlines unveils 
unique ‘home away from 
home’ lounge concept 

Read more 
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Bus bomb blast in Tel Aviv suburb 
A pipe bomb believed to have been planted by Palestinian militants 
exploded on board a bus in central Israel just moments after it had 
been evacuated, police said, in the most serious attack inside Israel in 
more than a year. The explosion in a Tel Aviv suburb threatened to 
further poison what has become a tense and negative atmosphere 

between the Israelis and the Palestinians since peace talks were resumed after five year hiatus in 
the summer. Read more 

200 people issued police advisories after Little India riot 
Some 200 foreign workers were issued formal police advisories at 
the Police Cantonment Complex on Sunday. Police said the foreign 
workers were present at the location of the December 8 riot at Little 
India but their involvement had been passive and incidental. Police 
reiterated that no further action will be taken against them and they 
will be allowed to stay on in Singapore and continue with their 
employment. Read more 

Singapore Polytechnic launches academy to train adult learners 
cyber security skills 
Singapore Polytechnic launched on Wednesday an educational institute 
for IT professionals and adult learners looking to upgrade or learn skills 
in cyber security. The polytechnic's lecturers will also start to teach 
courses in time to come. Courses will be held in the school's Cyber 
Wargame Centre, a facility launched earlier this year that can 
simulate cyber attacks. Read more 

Thai protesters block poll registration stadium 
Anti-government demonstrators in Thailand have surrounded the 
stadium where candidates were due to register to stand in 
February's elections. They say political reform is needed before 
elections take place. On Sunday, tens of thousands took to the 
streets of Bangkok, calling on the government to step down. Read 
more 

China is to send a military ship to help protect a specially adapted U.S. vessel that will destroy 
Syria's chemical weapons arsenal, the Foreign Ministry said on Thursday. Syria is due to hand 
over deadly toxins which can be used to make sarin, VX gas and other lethal agents under an 
international agreement forged after an attack on the outskirts of Damascus killed hundreds in 
August. Read more 

China military ship to help guard Syria chemical weapons 
destruction 

Here's The Email Eldo Kim Allegedly Sent Claiming There Were 
Bombs On Harvard's Campus 
The email that prompted a temporary lockdown on what turned out to be a fake bomb threat at 
Harvard University was a short one. Eldo Kim, 20, was arrested and accused of making the 
threats against Harvard this week as a way for him to avoid taking a final exam. Read more 
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